LISTING OF APPROVED PITLESS WELL ADAPTERS AND UNITS

BAKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY/CAMBELL MANUFACTURING, INC

Snappy: Models 8PL04P1, 8PL05P1.2, and 8PL06P1.2
Brass Slide: Models 1 BPT, 100 BPT, and 125 BPT
Lift-Out-Seal (Discontinued but still approved): Models 410LS0 to 8030LS0
Pitless Units (Threaded Connection): Models OPS45BS4CO to 8PS67BS4CO
Domestic Pitless Units with Pressurized Kwikonect: Models 2PS45PBWE0CO to 6PS67PBWE0CO
PJ Shallow Well Pitless Units for Concentric Piping: Models 2PJ23CBWE11 to 8PJ23CBWE112
PJ Single Pipe Deep Well Pitless Units for Concentric Piping: Models 2PJ23CBWX11 to 8PJ23CBWX112

Industrial Pitless Units: Models PS67WBWEO3T3, PS67WBWE23T3, PS6.67WBWE03T3, PS6.67WBWE23T3, PS6.7WBWE23T3, PS810WBWE04T4, PS810WBWE24T4, PS1012WBWE06T6E, PS1214WBWE06T6E, PS1418WBWE08T8E, PS1618WBWE08T8E

Standard Industrial Pitless Units: Sizes 6” to 16” (welded connection to steel casing)
Husky Pitless Units: Models 4HU125-4 to 4HU200-6 (threaded connection to steel casing)
Approved Pitless Units with Flowing Well Modifications

Cambell Pitless Adapters: Models, BAP-10X, BCP-10X, BP-10, BP-20, BP-10X, BP 20X, SP-10, SP-20, SP-70, SP-10X, SP-20X, and SP-70X

MAASS MIDWEST

Pitless Adapters: Dicken™ pitless adapters JRS-10-P for use with 4½” to 12” well casing sizes, LDS-10-P for use with 5” to 12” casing sizes, LDS-12-P for use with 5” to 12” casing sizes, and S-15; CW-4-12-25PW, CW-5-12-25PW, and CW-6-12-25PW; CW-4-10-25P W/4 WTCC CAP, and CW-5-10-25P W/5 WTCC CAP.

Maass Pitless Adapters: Model J Weld-On Series; Model JJ Weld-On Series for Suction Pumps

MERRILL MANUFACTURING

Pitless Adapters: Models MBP 100, MBP 125, MCK Series, SMCK Series, and SPK Series
Pitless Units: Models MCU and SSMCU Series; SP and SPP Series

PAULUS PLASTIC COMPANY

Advantage Series and Cam Series.

SIMMONS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Pitless adapters: Models 1821, 1823, 1841, and 1841SB

WELLS, INC.

Pitless Adapters: Series A for well casing sizes 4”, 5”, 5½”, 6”, and 6¼”
ILLINOIS APPROVED PITLESS ADAPTERS AND PITLESS UNITS

WHITEWATER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Pitless Adapter Tanks: PAT Models for well casing sizes 4” to 8” and with underground pressure tanks ranging from 95 to 1500 gallons (threaded or welded connections to steel casing only).

Pitless Units: SU types for Submersible Pumps - well casing sizes 4” to 20” with 1 ¼” to 10” drop pipes (threaded or welded connections to steel casing).
    Duplex Unit types for Submersible Pumps - 1060 SUB series, 1060 SUB-CA series, 2070 SUB series, and 2175 SUB CA series (threaded or welded connections to steel casing).
    Duplex Unit types for Jets and Shallow Wells: 1060 SW2-1¼, 1060 PJ2C-1¼, and 1060 PJ3C (threaded or welded connections to steel casing).
    Industrial Pitless Units – Casing sizes 8-20” (plain end for welding).